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Abstract

In many applications, it is desirable to reduce the num-
ber of color and texture features to a sufficient minimum
Computational complexity and storage cost are some of
obvious reasons for this requirement. A related reason
that although two features may carry good discriminato
information when treated separately, there is little gain
they are combined together in a feature vector, becaus
a possible high mutual correlation between them. Th
complexity increases without much gain. The major ta
of this paper is to address the problem of selecting the m
important features for a given textured color image so as
maintain the optimal number of color and texture chara
teristics.

The basic approach explored in this paper is based
the discrete Karhunen-Loève Transform (KLT). The re
son behind the selection of KLT-based texture and co
features is that an appropriately chosen transform can
ploit and remove information redundancies, which usua
exist in a wide range of color and texture scenes obtain
by measuring devices. If the transform chosen is subjec
to appropriate constraints, maximum information can
preserved in the output with reduced dimension, and wi
out nuances that do not exist in the original input sampl
This is crucial if any subsequent feature-analyzing fun
tion is to be able to produce meaningful results. Anoth
reason is that KLT seems closely related to early visu
pathway of primates.

1. Introduction

1.1. Karhunen-Loève Transform
Karhunen-Loève Transform* is, in a sense, a linear filter
whose response is optimized with respect to some per
mance measure in measurement space. Consider a s
physical measurements

�������
, where

���
is an instance of

*Note that this technique has been given different names: empirical
orthogonal functions, principal component analysis, singular value de-
composition, least squaresmethods, factor analysis, and matched filter-
ing.
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measurement vector. Quantities, which do not depend
the choice of origin in measurement space, remain inva
ant under translation. For convenience, we choose the
erence such that� �	� = 0, where��
�
�
 � denotes the ensemble
average over the set

�������
. The variance of data set

�������
along a unit vector is given by

������ ��� ��� �� � � (1)

Equation (1) can be written as

� �� �  ���  (2)

where
� � � ��� � � . �

is a symmetric and positive semi
definite matrix†. Al l eigenvalues of

�
are real and non-

negative, and its eigenvectors can be taken as orthogo
Let

�������
be the orthonormal basis formed by the eige

vectors of
�

such that
���

corresponds to eigenvalue� � .
Suppose we take the eigenvalues to be in decreasing o

�� "!#� � !$
�
�
%!#��& (3)

where ' denotes dimension of the raw data set. The va
ance� �� can be decomposed along the eigenvectors

� ��(�*) � � �,+ � � (4)

where
+ � is the component of along

���
. By the chosen

order in equation (3), we have

� ��(�$) � � �-+ � �/. �� ) � + �� � �0 (5)

for all unit vectors . The unconstrained maximum of� ��
on the' -dimensional unit sphere is equal to the maximu
eigenvalue (�  ) and occurs when we choose

+  �*1(2 and
0 for all other components (i.e.,  � �  ). If we constrain
to lie in the subspace perpendicular to

�  , then
+  �#3 and

� ��(�4)�65  �
� + � � . � � )�65  

+ �� � � � (6)

†Proof: For any vector7 , 7	8�9:7 = 7	8<;>=�=�8-?@7 = ;A7%8�=�=�867	? =;CB>=D867	E@F�?�G 0.
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TheH maximum of � �� is � � and occurs when
+ � �I1�2 and

0 for all other components (i.e.,  � � � ). By following this
induction process, we obtain a decomposition of the d
spaceusing linear filters‡ that form an orthogonal basisset
and that account for as much as possible the varianc
the data set.

1.2. Early Visual Pathway and Karhunen-L oève
Transform

Primate visual information processing occurs in multip
stages of increasing abstraction starting from low-level s
nal processing to various high-level cognitive behaviors.
this section, we present a simple description on the ea
stage of primate visual pathway and explain its close c
nection to KLT.

Visual image processing begins in a region calledretina
located at the back of the eye. The retina has an ord
layered anatomical arrangement with the foremost la
lined with photoreceptors sensitive to light. The hum
retina contains two types of photoreceptors -rodsandcones.
Unlike most neurons, rods and cones do not fire action
tentials [3]. Instead, their responses are the graded cha
in membrane potentials. Color vision is mediated by thr
types of cones each differentiated by a visual pigment t
is more sensitive to a different part of the visible spectru
It has been found experimentally that individual cones co
tain only one type of the three pigments. One pigme
type is primarily sensitive to long wavelengths in the vi
ible spectrum and makes a strong contribution to the p
ception of red. Another is selective for middle wavelengt
and makes a strong contribution to the perception of gre
The third is responsive to short wavelengths and make
strong contribution to the perception of blue.

The middle layer contains interneurons which relay t
photoreceptor outputs to the output neurons in the th
layer. The output neurons converge upon the optic ne
which enters the brain for higher order processing stag
The neurons in the middle and third layer are composed
cells with a center-surround receptive field which forms
antagonistic pair. This antagonistic arrangement gives
cell the performance of responding strongly to contrast
signals (i.e., zero-crossings).

In color vision, the antagonistic center-surround rece
tive field is responsible for the color-opponent neural cha
nels: red-green, yellow-blue, and white-black. Simil
channels are observed when we apply KLT to a few ima
from theVisTexDatabase [4], as indicated by the signs
the eigenvector components in Fig. 1-4§. In Fig. 1-4, the

‡The eigenvector components correspond to impulse response c
ficients of a typicalJ -th order moving average model whose output
simply the convolution of the response coefficients with the input data

§The original images are all of sizeKMLDN�OPKML�N with 8 bits/R,G,B but
have been reduced in size fourfold for illustration purposes.
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original images from VisTex are shown in the top-left po
tion, while the KLT-based orthogonal channels are sho
in the top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right positions
order of decreasing eigenvalues. The KLT-based chan
in Fig. 1-4 have been normalized to 8-bit grayscale in
der to display the spatial variation in each channel clea
as suggested by [8]. Fig. 5-8 show how the KLT-bas
channels in Fig. 1-4 would have been like in the origin
RGB channels. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
KLT-based channels in Fig. 1-4 are computed as follow
(a) Fig. 1: [ 0.5090 0.5308 0.6776 ] (3328.2), [ -0.766
-0.0784 0.6373 ] (399.6), [ 0.3914 -0.8438 0.3671] (15.
(b) Fig. 2: [ 0.6196 0.5594 0.5506 ] (6401.5), [ -0.687
0.0489 0.7243 ] (55.5), [ 0.3783 -0.8274 0.4151 ] (4.6);
Fig. 3: [ 0.7418 0.5835 0.3306 ] (4670.1), [ -0.4670 0.09
0.8791 ] (98.0), [ 0.4814 -0.8065 0.3434 ] (4.6); (d) Fig.
[ 0.7753 0.5319 0.3405 ] (773.9), [ -0.5596 0.3287 0.76
] (76.5), [ 0.2928 -0.7804 0.5525 ] (7.1).

The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigen
ues have responses with the same sign. Their convolut
with the original images produce grayscale images wh
preserve most of the original information, as can read
be seen from Fig. 1-4. The rest of the eigenvectors exh
some sort of antagonistic pair(s) (at least one) so that
early primate visual pathway may very well perform som
transformation that resembles KLT.

Linsker [5] proposed a self-organization model in t
primate visual pathway using a version ofHebbianlearn-
ing in a layerednetwork. Mathematically, he showed th
connection between Hebbian learning in a layered arc
tecture, KLT, and the maximum Shannon information.
summary of his work can be found in [6].

2. Spatial Texture Features

As discussed in the previous section, primate visual p
ception is a complex process that involves multiple stag
We have presented a simple biological description of ea
visual pathway and showed its close connection to K
The output from the retina will undergo further processi
stages in specialized regions of the brain to compute m
sophisticated features. The most ubiquitous of these
perhaps spatial and temporal textures. The ability to r
ognize these features underlies many important cogni
behaviors such as object recognition and motion detect
How do these abilities arise from the simple quasi-line
response of the retina and the subsequent non-linear tr
formations in the rest of the visual pathway? This is
area which the authors are still investigating and res
will be reported in the future.

For our present purpose, we employ Haralick’s meth
of co-occurrence [1] which bears certain psychophysi
significance. In the co-occurrence method, the relative
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quenciesQ of gray-level pairs of pixels at certain relativ
displacements are computed and stored in a matrix ofco-
occurrenceR . For 'TS gray-levels in the image, the co
occurrence matrix will be of size'TSVUW'TS . If 'TS is large
compared to the image size, the number of pixel pairs c
tributing to each elementX �ZY in R will be statistically in-
significant as well as computationally expensive. On t
other hand, if' S is small compared to image size, mo
of the texture information will be averaged out. Ohani
and Dubes [2] reported that' S �\[ was an appropriate
choice for images of size]_^�U`]a^ . As suggested by other re
searches [7], the combination of the nearest neighbor p
at orientations3%b	c d�b�c � b and e cd are used in computing the
texture features. Haralick [1] suggested 14 texture featu
based on the co-occurrence matrix. The four most wid
used features are angular second moment (asm), con
(con), correlation (cor), and entropy (ent) as given by t
following definitions

f�g�h � &`i�j� ) �lk,m &`i�j< )Y�k,m X �� Y (7)

n�oap � &:iMj< )q k,m p � )r � j Y r k q
X �ZY (8)

n�oas � & i j� ) �lk,m & i j� )Y�k,mutwv X
�ZYyx

twv X�z|{�}
� X0z|~�}Y� { � ~ (9)

��p6� � x &`i�j< ) �wk,m &:i�j� )Y�k,m X �ZY�� o�� X �ZY (10)

where� { b � ~ are the standard deviations corresponding
the distributions

X�z�{�}� � &:i�j� )Y�k,m X �ZY (11)

X z|~�}Y � &:iMj< ) �wk,m X �ZY (12)

3. Numerical Results

We label the four original images as shown in Fig. 1-4
001-004 respectively. The subscriptg corresponds to the
same image contaminated by 64% Gaussian white no
Tables 1 through 5 summarize the numerical values of
mean, asm, con, cor, and ent features based on the
malized KLT-based channels of the largest eigenvalues
Fig. 1-4, respectively.
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Table 1:Mean Color Feature� 3_3�2 3_3�2 S 3_3 ^ 3_3 ^ S 3a3 ] 3a3 ] S 3a3�� 3a3�� S
R 117 119 124 124 132 129 115 115
G 148 147 110 112 106 106 102 103
B 185 180 101 104 75 77 95 96

Table 2:Angular Second Moment Feature (U 2�3 j � )
asm 3_3�2 3_3�2 S 3_3 ^ 3_3 ^�S 3a3 ] 3a3 ]�S 3a3�� 3a3�� S2�bD3 29.3 4.04 4.42 2.92 6.09 3.09 7.35 3.932�b c d 27.8 4.02 4.04 2.85 6.61 3.14 5.08 3.942�b c � 28.6 4.06 5.43 3.01 6.30 3.12 6.18 3.922�b e cd 27.5 4.00 4.24 2.84 4.91 2.98 5.01 3.93

Table 3:Contrast Feature (U 2�3 j � )
con 3_3�2 3_3�2 S 3_3 ^ 3_3 ^�S 3a3 ] 3a3 ]�S 3a3�� 3a3�� S2�bD3 49.5 261 206 351 215 348 86.4 3372�b�c d 82.4 267 248 384 152 320 211 3542�b�c � 54.8 261 140 316 179 330 165 3502�b e cd 82.3 271 244 384 363 424 217 354

Table 4:Correlation Feature (U 2�3 j � )
cor 3_3�2 3_3�2 S 3_3 ^ 3_3 ^�S 3a3 ] 3a3 ]�S 3a3�� 3a3�� S2�bD3 89.4 36.1 62.5 38.6 61.5 34.1 80.8 13.22�b�c d 82.3 34.7 54.8 32.9 72.7 39.2 53.1 8.72�b�c � 88.2 36.0 74.5 44.7 69.6 37.3 63.4 9.72�b e cd 82.3 33.7 55.6 32.8 34.8 19.6 51.9 8.5

Table 5:Entropy Feature
ent 3_3�2 3_3�2 S 3_3 ^ 3_3 ^ S 3a3 ] 3a3 ] S 3a3�� 3a3�� S2�bD3 2.83 4.98 4.97 5.40 4.61 5.32 4.32 5.012�b c d 3.03 4.99 5.08 5.43 4.55 5.29 4.82 5.022�b c � 2.91 4.98 4.74 5.35 4.54 5.30 4.61 5.022�b e cd 3.05 4.99 5.05 5.43 4.80 5.37 4.84 5.02

4. Discussion

In this paper, we have presented a KLT-based optimal co
feature generation method using Haralick’s co-occurren
method. In our simulation of four images, it appears th
there is a close connection between the early stages of
primate visual pathway and the KLT method. A 3-layere
computational model seems to be an appropriate appro
mation to the primate visual pathway. Development of th
model remains one of the primary focuses of our future r
search work. Use of the extracted color features for textu
and shape recognition requires further investigation.
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Figure1. ImageGroundWaterCity.0002.ppmfromVisTex.

Figure2. ImageBark.0009.ppmfromVisTex.

Figure3. ImageFabric.0003.ppmfromVisTex.

Figure4. ImageBrick.0001.ppmfromVisTex.
311
Figure5. KLT-based channelsof Fig. 1 in RGB-space

Figure6. KLT-based channelsof Fig. 2 in RGB-space

Figure7. KLT-based channelsof Fig. 3 in RGB-space

Figure8. KLT-based channelsof Fig. 4 in RGB-space


